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We study the scattering problem of three three-dimensional unlike-charged quantum particles following the diffraction approach. 
The method was introduced earlier for the system of three one-dimensional neutral particles and developed later. Here we take 

into consideration the most interesting and also most complicated case of scattering problem of three three-dimensional charged 
quantum particles including the attraction in pair subsystems. The diffraction approach for the few-body problems of quantum 
scattering with slowly (Coulomb case) decreasing repulsive pair potentials was discussed earlier in literature. It allows in some sense 
to generalize the known works of E.Alt and A Mukhamedzhanov and construct the uniform in all angular variables continuous 
spectrum eigen functions asymptotics at infinity in configuration space. Nevertheless the most interesting from the physical point of 
view case of few unlike-charged quantum particles (or even clusters) scattering problem, which includes for example the low-energy 
charge atomic and molecular clusters re-arrangement, ionization and so on, is still not completely solved up to now in spite of a large 
amount of works dedicated to this problem. One of the main reasons of that is connected with the slowly decreasing pair potentials, 
which leads to the absence of asymptotic freedom and consequently to complications in the construction of asymptotic boundary 
conditions. Another reason of the complications is connected with attractive coulomb pair potentials and appearing of discrete 
spectrum (and even accumulative point of the discrete spectrum) of pair subsystems Hamiltonians. Consequently, the problem is 
connected with a mathematically correct account of pair subsystems discrete spectrum accumulative points. Here we discuss this 
problem from the point of view of the diffraction approach. Finally, it allows describing the contributions of the coulomb discrete 
spectrum accumulative points of subsystem Hamiltonians to the structure of the three-body continuous spectrum eigen functions. 
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